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(A2-B1)

British English

1 Warm up

Many people today are studying online. Answer these questions:

1. Do you have a lot of experience with studying online?

2. Why do people want to study online?

3. What are three advantages of studying online?

4. What are three disadvantages?

2 Before a lesson

Here are some things you may need to do before your online lesson. Match the beginning and end of

these phrases.

1. schedule/host/invite someone to/join a. a meeting

2. click on/follow b. a website

3. enter c. the code/password

4. sign up to/log on to d. the link

5. set up e. your camera

6. put on f. your headset

Which actions does ONLY the teacher do?

You can review this worksheet online at www.linguahouse.com/ex 1/3

Review your flashcards at least 3-5 times a week for 20 minutes to keep the material fresh in your memory.
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3 During a lesson

While the lesson is going on, you may use some of these features. Read the meaning of each term and
then use the letters in brackets to make the right word.

1. a (gopur) chat: a written conversation that everyone in the class can join in

2. a virtual (wobadtheir) : a place where the teacher can write information for the class to
see

3. a flashcard (apanpolitic) : a learning resource that tests you on vocabulary

4. an (oleinn) quiz: a set of questions that you answer on the computer

Which of these do you enjoy using?

You or the teacher may also need to do these actions during the lesson. Match each action with the
reason for doing it:

1. share your screen a. ask someone to fix a problem with their headset or camera

2. post a comment b. fix a more serious technical problem

3. put someone on mute c. say something in writing

4. check your audio/video settings d. show the other person what you can see on your computer

5. disconnect and call back e. stop someone from speaking for a little while

Have you done any of these things before?

4 After a lesson

You might have homework to do after your lesson. Put these words into the sentences below to make
instructions for homework. One word is extra.

answers assignment audio

grammar reading vocabulary

1. Download the writing . Upload your work when you have finished.

2. Do the exercises - be careful with tenses!

3. Review the new three times before our next lesson.

4. Click on the link to access the files.

5. Follow the link to find the text.

Which kind of homework from the list helps you learn best?

What other kind of homework do you do?

You can review this worksheet online at www.linguahouse.com/ex 2/3

Review your flashcards at least 3-5 times a week for 20 minutes to keep the material fresh in your memory.
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5 Advice for online learning

Online learning can sometimes be difficult.

• What problems are the people in the pictures having?

• Have you ever had any of these problems?

• How did/could you find a solution?

• Can you think of one more piece of advice for online learners?

1.

2.

3.

You can review this worksheet online at www.linguahouse.com/ex 3/3

Review your flashcards at least 3-5 times a week for 20 minutes to keep the material fresh in your memory.
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